The Ark Federation,
Part of St. Christopher’s Multi Academy Trust
Meeting of the Local Governing Body
Monday 13th March 2017
6pm at All Saints School
Governor Attendees: Jean Smith (JS), Gill McMenemy (GM), Jeremy Trew (JT) Rebecca Porter (RP),
Lesley Brown (LB), Ernie Stobbs (ES), Alex Hosking (AH), (Callum Mitchell (CM) from 7.15pm)
Also attending: Carol Rapley (CR) Clerk
MINUTES
Subject
1. Welcome, introductions and opening prayer
a) To receive apologies for absence
b) To consider whether to sanction absences
c) To check any conflict of interest on Agenda items
JS welcomed everyone and JT opened the meeting with a prayer
a) Apologies received from Rick Dormor and Lesley Webb
b) Both were sanctioned as they were away on holiday
c) No conflict of interest declared
2. To approve the minutes of the LGB meeting held on 8th February 2017 and to
consider any Matters arising not on this Agenda
Minutes were agreed as accurate and signed by JS
Matters arising:
- Strapline for the Federation – any ideas and suggestions welcome from
governors, short but clear. Send ideas to CR/JS
- Staff governor election – RP reported no applicants but one expression of
interest which would be followed up.
3. Chairman’s business
 Correspondence
St. Christopher’s MAT Meeting Summary Sheet – JS directed governors to the new
sheet that included areas for LGB’s to raise queries, issues, or concerns with the MAT
Board. This was sent with each set of LGB minutes and is an opportunity to flag up
issues that need consideration or clarification.
JS suggested that RP had a personnel issue that required guidance from a MAT policy
and could be a suitable issue to raise. RP to provide details to CR
4. To receive the minutes of the Resources committee meeting held on 1st March 2017
and consider any matters arising:
- Approval of localised Appendix A of the MAT Board Finance Policy
- Consideration of the proposed teaching structure at Beer from September 2017 upon
which the budget is partially set.
AH reported that the budget had been discussed at some length and that staff costs
was an area for more detailed consideration at future Resources meetings.
MAT Board Finance Policy: - Appendix 1 of the MAT Board Finance Policy required localising and RP
circulated the revised Appendix for governors to consider. The spending
limits, as suggested by the MAT, were agreed by governors as suitable
levels for the Federation.
- No petty cash is used as on line banking is operational.
- The Separation of duties was amended to reflect the lack of a Business
Manager at the Ark Federation. However, the duties are clearly marked
between the Administrative staff and the Admin and Finance manager.
- Appendix 10 was amended to show the school day times for AS and Beer.
- All governors approved the Appendices as amended.
Teaching Structure at Beer from September 2017:- The Resources committee were keen to ensure that members of the T&L
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committee were aware of the staff structure upon which the budget had
been set. RP explained that the current Class 4 is split into 2 groups in the
mornings with an additional teacher, coming back into one group in the
afternoon. From September 2017, the proposal is to retain 1 class all day
with additional HLTA support staff time and 2 mornings a week team
teaching with additional intervention teaching in the Cabin. Additional funds
for these staff have been included in the budget.
GM asked RP whether standards will be maintained in her professional
judgement? RP considered that this would best suit the needs of the class
and the teachers were happy with the proposal.
Is this the best way forward given the budget constraints? RP felt that
although having an extra class in the morning this year works well there are
some drawbacks that the proposed system for September would
overcome. Therefore, the proposal was not based on budget constraints.
Governors all agreed that the staff and class structure for Beer was
acceptable and approved the proposal.

5.To receive the minutes of the Teaching and Learning committee held on 1st March
2017 and consider any matters arising:
- Pupil targets for 2016/17
- Parent consultation
- RE training
- Collective Worship policy for approval
- Children in Care (Looked after Children)
- Recommend the determination of Admissions Policies for 2018/19
GM highlighted the need to set Pupil Targets and this would be placed on the next
committee Agenda.
Parental Consultation – this has taken place at Beer on 9th March. It was a forum to
discuss Interim reports with parents should they wish. Further information is found in
the Head Teacher report under Item 8.
RE training for Staff has been booked.
Policies that require approval are: Collective Worship – no change from the current policy however RP intends to add
new elements to the programme in the Summer Term which may lead to amendments
to the policy for next year. Approved.
Children in Care – the policy was agreed by T&L and approved by governors.
Admissions Policies for 2018/19 were unchanged and governors agreed their
determination.
Ethos Group meetings:
Marie Perratt is available any Monday to Thursday at AS – CR to suggest a date.
Jeremy Trew will identify a date for Beer and inform CR
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6. To discuss and approve the updated Local Governor’s Handbook which includes
Terms of Reference for committees, Governor roles and responsibilities, Code of
Conduct, and cycle of business.
JS introduced the Draft Governor Handbook that all governors had been given.
One of the outstanding areas to agree is the ‘Governing Body’s Aims ‘. Currently the
two aims are from the Mission Statement however they need to be revised, normally
4-5 statements. JS asked for suggestions from governors to be sent to CR/JS.
RP suggested that if governors attended the non-pupil day event on 18th April; this
could be an opportunity to agree Aims. All governors agreed. The Aims would be
added to the next LGB Agenda for approval.
All Lead Governors were happy to agree their roles and responsibilities in the Terms
of Reference. All committee Terms of Reference were agreed in the Local Governing
Handbook. Governors agreed to approve the Local Governing Body Handbook,
subject to revised Aims..
8. To receive and challenge the Head teacher's report on school performance (report
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attached)
RP had circulated the report and highlighted the following areas:
- Parent forums at Beer – feedback was mixed, some parents would like to
be able to look at books with their child and ask questions if required.
JS asked how working parents could attend? RP felt that with enough
notice this could be possible for most parent, others could make a separate
appointment. A similar forum is planned at AS for 23rd March 2017.
RP has written a summary on the Newsletter and thanked parents for their
attendance asking for comments from all parents.
Attendance:
- RP added missing data for the summer terms:
AS – 93.1% FSM, 94% PPG, 95.4% Service, 97.7% CiC
Beer – tba
RP explained that these figures were below targets set but there were
reasons to explain each situation. Small cohorts have a large impact on the
percentages.
At AS, one child who has been ill, is attending mornings only at present and
one child has family circumstances that lead to poor attendance.
At Beer, there are 3 children with poor attendance, all are being addressed.
RP has created a flow chart of attendance which will be circulated and
shared with parents at the end of term, helping parent to engage with the
importance of the issue.
LB explained that children were marked present twice a day, so if a child
has a medical appointment in the afternoon they are only marked as
present for half a day which impacted on the data.
GM raised a concern that poor attendance could initiate an Ofsted
inspection? RP felt that there was sufficient evidence to explain the poor
percentages should this be the case.
LB asked whether Rewards for 100% or good attendance could be
effective? RP was not in favour of 100% attendance rewards however
Excellent Attendance may be appropriate.
Pupil Achievement:
- JS asked for reasons why Maths KS1 was predicted below average at AS?
RP explained that AS has a cohort of 9 so each child is 11% . Of these 9
children, there are 4 who are less able and this has a large impact on
percentages. Rob Evans has recently become Maths co-ordinator across
both schools and is briefing teachers to help address this situation.
- RP is currently profiling children to identify gaps to identify the need for
intervention.
- Current Challenge – RP clarified the targets:
Increasing number of Y1 at expected standard in Phonics (2 pupils in each
school) and Gap analysis Y2- Y6
Capital Projects:
- Jason Downe, the surveyor from the Diocese has completed a report on
the premises at Beer and AS. He feels that Retrospective Planning may be
needed for the Cabin at Beer. If so, this may require more work to be done
to meet Building Regulations. All paperwork is being collated to assess the
situation. Jason Downe will meet Richard Power to discuss this issue.
- Until the outcome of the above item is determined, the Capital spend
proposed for Beer will be suspended apart from ICT needs.
- The survey report also identified loose ridge tiles at AS. If this is prioritised
by the MAT then it would be sensible to look at the leak into the Library at
the same time.
- The report also identified a need for a structural engineer to examine the
retaining wall at the base of the bank between Beer school playground and
Puffins. If there is a need to re- build this wall, it would be sensible to resurface the playground which had been identified previously. Again, the
MAT may prioritise this.
- If the MAT do not prioritise these works, the Federation will need to fund
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these repairs. As the schools are on land leased to the MAT from the
Diocese, approval from the MAT Board and from the Diocesan Board of
Finance will be required.
9. To receive a verbal report on Safeguarding
St C’s MAT will provide a half day audit for each school on 14th March 2017. In
addition, they provide phone access for any Safeguarding query.
Information from the audits will be available for the next LGB.
10. To receive an update on the Governor’s Strategic Plan and the Federation
Development Plan
JS, GM and RP have spent some time working on the Strategic Plan and will meet
again on 30th March. After this meeting the draft plan will be circulated to governors.
JS explained that the Governor Development Plan has been superseded by the Local
Governing Handbook which covers all elements of this Plan.
The Federation Development Plan has been covered in Item 8
11. To confirm the use of the Governor Visits form and receive feedback from any
visits or training attended
JS advised governors that the new visit form and policy which has been circulated,
means that lead governors must conduct a Visit, or have contact with the appropriate
lea member of staff, at least once a term and complete a form electronically. This form
must be sent to RP who will check any issues and CR will circulate them to governors
at the appropriate committees.
RP added that these visits could take the form of phone or e mail contact with
teachers or admin/finance staff.
ES advised that he would be in contact to look over the premises next week.
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12. Clerk’s Housekeeping
- Website information from new governors -outstanding pen portraits and photos
- Governor training
CR asked whether any governors would like to attend training either at the Diocese or
with Babcock (details have been circulated)
GM asked to attend the Understanding Primary Curriculum course on 26th May.
All new governors must attend an Induction course as soon as possible.
Website – CR has looked at the websites and has listed several areas to update. This
process is ongoing.
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Date of next meetings: LGB Wed 10th May at 6pm at AS
Committees: Thurs 27th April 2017
T&L at 7.30pm and Resources at 6pm
Signed………………………………………………………Date……………………………………
Mrs Jean Smith, Chair of Governors

